Size Guide cowboy boot / width only
It’s very important for us that you order the correct size of your boots.

Your satisfaction is our number one priority.
Note: Our men’s boots come in two width sizes EE and D. Our women’s boots are size B in width.

Please see the chart and instructions below on how to confirm your size in width using the ruler
from the LENGTH ONLY printout or a measuring tape and the chart (charts) in this page.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Using the ruler from the LENGTH ONLY

printout or a measuring tape, measure your
foot around your instep covering the widest
part of your foot as shown in the image
below. It’s preferable if you measure your
instep in the morning since your foot is likely
to be less swollen from daily activities.

2. Once you have your instep size in inches, see if it matches exactly your shoe size with your width. If so, order the
corresponding width D or EE. Please see the following example of two persons whose size and width matched, one is
width D and the other width EE.
example:

Length 8 1/2

3. If the width doesn’t match your shoe size, here’s what to do: Select the chart D or EE that has your shoe size closer to
your width size (see following example of a shoe size 8 1/2 and width of 10 inches).

Order the shoe size that is closer to your width size. In this case, width will determine the length or shoe size to order.
You can alway add an insert to adjust size once you get your boots. In the example below, for a size 8 1/2 and width of
10 inches, we recommend ordering a size 10.
example:

Width 10

4. If your width corresponds to a smaller shoe size than what you measured on the length chart, then you should always
order your shoe size in length, regardless of the corresponding width size. Please see the example below of a shoe size
12 and width size of 9 7/8 inches.
Select the chart D or EE that has your shoe size closer to your width size.
If the boots feel a little loose, you can always add an insert to adjust fitting.
Note: Your should avoid selecting any smaller shoe size than what you measure on the length fitting chart.
example:

Length 12

Width 9 7/8

If you have any questions regarding fitting, please write us an email at
howdy@bachestoboots.com

